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Growing Roots for a Sustainable Future 

ELIJA THYMES

ABOUT ELIJA FARM
ELIJA Farm is a sustainable, non-profit farm 
in South Huntington, NY committed to using 
environmentally responsible practices to 
raise high quality produce. The ELIJA Farm 
CSA is dedicated to enriching the health 
and wellness of our community through 
dynamic learning opportunities to its diverse 
membership.
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  WEEKLY HARVEST                         Your share will likely include:
Salad Mix

Asian Greens

Garlic Scapes

Sorrel

Kale is a delicious leafy green that deserves 
some attention this week. Kale belongs to the 
brassica family and is a super hardy plant. This 
means that kale can grow in colder conditions 
and will still stay strong, and even taste better 
too! Kale’s origins date back 2,000 years ago 
where it grew along the northern coast of the 
Mediterranean. 
Kale was grown in Scotland in nearly every 
homestead to get people and their livestock 
through the winter. The Scottish people built 
rock walls around their plots of land to block the 

kale from the wind. These “kale-yards” can still 
be seen in Scottland. 
There are a couple different types of kale, 
such as curly, dinosaur, Russian, and redbor, 
to name a few. As kale became more popular 
in many different regions, the varieties of kale 
began to expand. 
Kale is so versatile and can be used for so many 
things: throw it in a salad, sauté it with some 
olive oil, blend it into a smoothie, dehydrate it 
into chips, or even make it into pesto! Go give 
your kale a try, it won’t disappoint! 
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  MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR SHARE      BOK CHOY, CARROT, TURNIP STIR-FRY

INGREDIENTS

• 1 1/2 tbsp olive oil 
• 6 small turnips, cut into chunks 
• Salt and pepper 
• 2 cloves garlic, slivered 

• 2 bay leaves 
• 3/4 lb baby bok choy, halved and leaf tips trimmed 
• 2 carrots, shaved 
• 2 tbsp white wine vinegar 

DID YOU KNOW?       TURNIPS

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Heat the oil in a wok, add the turnip chunks, carrots and 

season with salt and pepper.  
2. Stir fry until brown.
3. Add the garlic and bay leaves and continue to stir fry until 

the garlic is aromatic. 
4. Stir in the bok choy, stir frying for about a minute. 
5. Add the vinegar, then cover and steam for about 4-5 

minutes. 
6. Serve and enjoy! 

Did you know that during the first World War, Germans practically 
lived off of turnips? They called this winter “turnip winter”, where 
one of the only food items available to them was turnips. Turnips 
were typically used for animal feed, but with nothing else to turn 
to with no imports of food coming in, this is what Germans were 
offered. The government rationed two pounds of turnips per week 
for each civilian. 

  FARMERS CORNER          HEALTHY EATING ON THE FARM WITH SUZIE

My favorite time of year is harvest season at ELIJA Farm! There 
are so many ways to enjoy all of the produce that we grow here 
on the farm. This year we have been working on a new ELIJA 
cookbook that highlights all of or vegetables in fun recipes for 
appetizers, soups, salads, entrees, sauces and more. I love to 
juice my vegetables as well as a added healthy snack for the 
day, one of go to juice recipes is a delicious beet, carrot and 
kale juice. 4 carrots, 2 beets, 1 tart apple, 1 lime or lemon, 1 
bunch of kale and a 1 inch peace of ginger. Adding the ginger 
and tart apple will help to take the earthy flavor of the beets 
if you are new to juicing vegetables a apple or lemon always 
help to give it a more familiar juice taste. I hope everyone is 
looking forward to this season as much as I am. 

  SIGHTS AND SCENES FROM THE FARM

HERB GARDEN: SORREL

Sorrell is an herb that can be used in so many 
different ways! It has a tangy flavor similar to 
that of a wild strawberry or a kiwi, sweet but 
tart. The smaller sorrel leaves go great in a 
salad adding an interesting flavor. The larger 
sorrel leaves are great for cooking with! You can 
sauté them down like you would spinach, add 
it to your pesto, or throw it in a soup. No matter 
what you choose, 
this herb will offer 
you unmatchable 
flavor.

TIPS AND TRICKS: PRESERVING YOUR HERBS

REFRIGERATION
• Place your herbs in a slightly damp paper towel and wrap them up. 
• Place inside of a plastic bag with a few punctured holes. 
• Store in the refrigerator.  

DRYING YOUR HERBS
• Gather stems into small, loose bunches. 
• Secure the ends together with an elastic band or twine 
• Hang upside down in a warm, dry, well-ventilated place that’s out of direct sunlight


